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The silhouette of a black hole having a critical curve (an unstable bound photon orbit) when illuminated
by an optically thin accretion disk whose emission is confined to the equatorial plane shows a distinctive
central brightness depression (the shadow) whose outer edge consists of a series of strongly lensed, self-
similar rings superimposed with the disk’s direct emission. While the size and shape of the critical curve
depend only on the background geometry, the pattern of bright and dark regions (including the size and
depth of the shadow itself) in the image is strongly influenced by the (astro)physics of the accretion disk.
This aspect makes it difficult to extract clean and clear observational discriminators between the Kerr black
hole and other compact objects. In the presence of a second critical curve, however, observational
differences become apparent. In this work we shall consider some spherically symmetric black hole and
wormhole geometries characterized by the presence of a second critical curve, via a uniparametric family of
extensions of the Schwarzschild metric. By assuming three toy models of geometrically thin accretion
disks, we show the presence of additional light rings in the intermediate region between the two critical
curves. The observation of such rings could represent a compelling evidence for the existence of black hole
mimickers having multiple critical curves.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The combination of the unicity theorems and the no-hair
conjecture leads to the robust result that the most general
axisymmetric electrovacuum solution of Einstein field
equations of general relativity (GR) is given by the
Kerr-Newman family [1], characterized by mass, angular
momentum, and charge. Despite the latter might have some
effects [2], it is typically neglected in astrophysical scenar-
ios, where the Kerr hypothesis states that all black holes in
the universe generated out of gravitational collapse (and
perhaps of primordial cosmological perturbations as well
[3]) will therefore be described by such a solution.
However, from a theoretical point of view, behind their
event horizons an unpleasant surprise lurks to the careless
traveller: the presence of a space-time singularity, marked
by the presence of (at least) one incomplete geodesic [4],

where GR predictability and determinism are seriously
threatened [5].
The Kerr hypothesis has become a common test-bed for

our ideas on the gravitational interaction [6]. Since its
verification somewhat resembles the Scottish black sheep
tale—since it would require us to check that every black
hole in the universe is actually of Kerr type—this half of the
dilemma can only aspire to perform null tests, i.e., whether
a given observation matches the Kerr expectation, and to
what degree of precision [7–9]. This can be systematically
implemented in a theory-agnostic way via parametrized
deviations with respect to such a solution [10,11]. The
second half would simply require us to find a single
unmistakable observation of an alternative compact object
disguised as a Kerr black hole, i.e., a black hole mimicker
[12]. A plethora of such objects has been proposed in the
literature, including non-Kerr black holes [13], boson stars
[14], gravastars [15], fuzzballs [16], wormholes [17], and
so on. In order to reveal the nature of black hole candidates,
the newly born field of multimessenger astronomy uses its
full weaponry: electromagnetic radiation, gravitational
waves, and neutrinos [18,19].
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Historically, the gravitational deflection of light around
massive bodies has been a powerful tool in the verification
of GR predictions [20]. Since light (photons) travels along
null geodesics of the background metric, the integration of
the geodesic equation provides useful information to unveil
the nature of any body compact enough to hold a critical
curve. This is an unstable circular orbit for massless
particles, and corresponds to the backtrack of the light
ray trajectory from the observer’s screen that asymptoti-
cally approaches a bound orbit [21]. A light ray precisely
on such a curve will turn an arbitrarily large number of
times before any small perturbation will either make it
escape to asymptotic infinity or hit the object (and be
shallowed by the event horizon if the object is a black hole
[22]). In astrophysically relevant scenarios, a black hole (or
a compact enough object) will be typically surrounded by
its accretion disk, which provides the main source of
illumination [23]. It turns out that, while the size and
shape of the critical curve is determined by the background
geometry alone, the optical appearance of a compact
object is heavily influenced by the astrophysics of the
accretion disk. If the disk is optically thin (i.e., transparent
to its own radiation), one expects the optical appearance to
be dominated by a central brightness depression—the
shadow—surrounded by strongly lensed light rays that
have turned several times around the black hole near the
critical curve, and which appear superimposed with the
direct emission near the edge of the shadow [24].
In spherical accretion models the central depression

entirely fills the inner region such that its outer edge
precisely coincides with the critical curve [25]. However,
in geometrically thin accretion models such that the inner
edge of the disk extends all the way down to the black hole
horizon, there will be emission from inside the critical
curve up to a certain region whose internal part has been
termed as the inner shadow [26]. As shown in [27] the
luminosity of the image in optically and geometrically thin
accretion disk models will be largely dominated by the
direct emission (intersecting the front side of the disk once),
upon which an infinite series of self-similar rings are
stacked with exponentially suppressed contributions to
the total luminosity of the object. The rough details of
this picture were beautifully confirmed in 2019 by the EHT
Collaboration [28], where the tracking of the superheated
plasma in orbit around the supermassive central object of
the M87 galaxy and modulated by strong magnetic fields,
revealed a blurred bright ring-shaped lump of strongly
bended light limiting a central black region.1

In view of the discussion above, one of the main
challenges of the community is to find black hole mim-
ickers that, while being compatible with those tests that the
Kerr solution passes (such as x-ray observations [31] and
gravitational waves), it also allows for sufficiently large
deviations from it to be distinguishable via observations
[32]. However, many of the observationally viable models
proposed so far amount to mild modifications in the shape
and size of the light rings and/or the shadow that are hard to
distinguish from the Kerr one [33–50] (for a review of
analytical studies see [51]). Furthermore, it is extremely
difficult to disentangle the degeneracy in the shadow’s form
between the background geometry, the modeling of the
accretion flow, and the calibration parameters such as mass
and angular momentum [52]. In this sense, a promising
category of observational discriminators are those inducing
qualitatively new features not found in the Kerr solution.
Among them, and focusing on spherically symmetric
geometries,2 we find the presence of two critical curves,
since they might induce additional concentric light rings
around the central brightness depression [54]. Such double
critical curves may arise, for instance, in reflection-
asymmetric wormhole solutions [55–58], or in models
having an absolute maximum of the effective potential at
the center [59,60]. The latter class of models admits
different implementations like the one of the family of
black bounce-type solutions found in [61], whose strong
deflection limit was recently discussed in [62].
The main aim of this work is to study the optical

appearance in terms of (new) light rings and shadows
of the above family. The interest on the latter comes
from different fronts: (i) it interpolates between the
Schwarzschild solution, a family of two-horizon black
hole configurations, an extreme black hole, and a family
of traversable (i.e., horizonless) wormhole configurations;
(ii) for a far away observer, the metric for all the possible
configurations seems exactly the same; (iii) the radial
function has a bounce at the center in all cases, allowing
us to restore the geodesically complete character of the
space-time; (iv) curvature is everywhere regular for non-
vanishing values of the model’s parameter; (v) a second
critical curve is present at the center of all solutions; (vi) in
a subfamily of the traversable wormhole configurations
both critical curves are accessible for light rays traveling
around any of them to reach the asymptotic observer. From
an observational perspective, the existence of two critical
curves is the most succulent feature of these configurations,
since they induce a new set of light rings not present in the
Schwarzschild solution of GR. Hence, the analysis of the

1More precisely, this observation is consistent with the Kerr
prediction for the size of the shadow and the impact parameter of
the critical curve, bc ¼ 3

ffiffiffi
3

p
M, to a ∼17% at 68% confidence

level. This fact has been argued to be able to put modified Kerr-
like metrics to a test, see e.g., [29], though extracting quantitative
constraints from the direct image alone is subject to important
conceptual limitations [30].

2This constraint is justified on the grounds that deviations from
circularity of the shadow at near-extremal spin values are below
≲7% [53], thus being weak enough to be blurred in the
uncertainties of the modeling of the accretion flow.
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optical appearance for the different space-time configura-
tions is the main novelty of the present work.
This work is organized as follows: in Sec. II we

introduce the family of spherically symmetric geometries
and characterize the different configurations with particular
emphasis on those having two accessible critical curves. A
ray-tracing procedure is employed in Sec. III to classify the
different light ray trajectories indexed by the number of
(half-)orbits around the black hole and traversable worm-
hole configurations. This information is fed into the three
canonical toy-models of geometrically thin accretion disks
in Sec. IV to produce the optical appearance of these two
classes of configurations. Finally, in Sec. V we discuss the
main highlights regarding the presence of additional light
rings driven by the two critical curves and the feasibility of
their detection.

II. GENERALIZED BLACK BOUNCES

Let us consider a static, spherically symmetric geometry
described by the following line element

ds2 ¼ −AðxÞdt2 þ BðxÞdx2 þ r2ðxÞdΩ2; ð1Þ

where the radial coordinate x spans the entire real line,
x ∈ ð−∞;þ∞Þ, while in the black bounce-type geometry
introduced in [61] the metric functions are given by

AðxÞ¼B−1ðxÞ¼ 1−
2Mx2

ðx2þa2Þ3=2 ; r2ðxÞ¼ x2þa2: ð2Þ

The behavior of the radial function in this expression
guarantees the extensibility of geodesics beyond x ¼ 0,
thanks to the fact that at this point the area of the two-
spheres S ¼ 4πr2ð0Þ ¼ 4πa2 is finite. This bounce in the
radial function can be interpreted as signal of the presence
of a wormhole throat, separating the two asymptotically flat
space-times, x− ∈ ð−∞; 0Þ; xþ ∈ ð0;þ∞Þ. In the limit
a → 0 the wormhole throat closes and the above solution
reduces to the Schwarzschild one of GR, AðxÞ ≈ 1 − 2M

r .
In the asymptotic limit, x → �∞, we also recover the
Schwarzschild solution, while in the limit x → 0 one finds
instead a de Sitter core-type behavior AðxÞ ≈ 1 − 2M

a3 x
2, a

usual mechanism invoked in the literature to prevent the
divergence of curvature scalars [63,64]. In this sense, it is
worth pointing out that (2) is actually an extension of the
well-known Bardeen solution [65] by allowing a nontrivial
dependence in the radial function r2ðxÞ. The field sources
responsible for this kind of black-bounce space-time can be
easily determined. For instance, assuming that they arise
as solutions of GR, Gμν ¼ κ2Tμν, an effective anisotropic
fluid description Tμ

ν ¼ diagð−ρ; pr; p⊥; p⊥Þ yields the
components

ρ ¼ a2ð8Mx2 − ðx2 þ a2Þ3=2Þ
ðx2 þ a2Þ7=2 ð3Þ

pr ¼ −
a2ð4Mx2 þ ðx2 þ a2Þ3=2Þ

ðx2 þ a2Þ7=2 ð4Þ

p⊥ ¼ a2ða2ð
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x2þa2

p
−2MÞþx2ð

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x2þa2

p
þ5MÞÞ

ðx2þa2Þ7=2 ð5Þ

Being more specific, among the matter sources capable to
support this structure of the energy-momentum tensor, one
finds the combination of an uncharged free scalar field with
a nonlinear electrodynamics minimally coupled to gravity
[66], though others might also be possible. However, for
the sake of this work we shall take these geometries as
given backgrounds in a theory-agnostic way (in both the
gravitational and matter sectors) to illustrate the main new
features brought by the presence of multiple critical curves
in a shadow observation.
In order to classify the different configurations within

this family let us consider first the number and location of
the horizons, as given by gμν∂μSðxÞ∂νSðxÞ ¼ 0, where
SðxÞ ¼ x − xh, leading to gxx ¼ AðxhÞ ¼ 0. The corre-
sponding expression is analytical, but quite cumbersome,
and for our purposes we do not need to explicitly write it
here. Instead, we just need to know that two horizons arise
on each side of the throat (x ¼ 0) as far as the condition

0 < a
M < 4

ffiffi
3

p
9

is met. These two horizons merge into a single
one (extreme black hole) when the model parameter

satisfies a
M ¼ 4

ffiffi
3

p
9
, whereas for larger values no horizon

arises, i.e., the wormhole throat uncloaks and one finds a
family of traversable wormholes. The behavior of the
metric function AðxÞ is depicted in Fig. 1 for different
representative cases of these configurations, and which

FIG. 1. The metric function AðxÞ (in units of M ¼ 1) for the
configurations with a ¼ 0 (Schwarzschild, dashed black),

a ¼ 2=3 (orange), a ¼ 4
ffiffi
3

p
9

(blue), a ¼ 6=7 (red), a ¼ 2
ffiffi
5

p
5

(green)
and a ¼ 1 (purple). All solutions are asymptotically flat and
converge to the Schwarzschild solution of GR on that limit.
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shall be further used later when discussing the geodesic
motion and shadows.
For the purpose of building the main equations for

geodesic motion, we recall that a photon follows a null
geodesic of the background metric, gμνkμkν ¼ 0, where
kμ ¼ _xμ (dots denote derivatives with respect to an affine
parameter) is the tangent vector to the photon trajectory. For
static space-times, and assuming θ ¼ π=2 by spherical
symmetry without loss of generality, there are two con-
served quantities, namely, the energy per unit mass,
E ¼ AðxÞ_t, and the angular momentum per unit mass,
L ¼ r2ðxÞ _ϕ, which for the sake of the geodesic motion are
combined into a single impact parameter b≡ L=E. This
turns the null geodesic equation into

_x2 ¼ 1

b2
− VeffðxÞ; ð6Þ

where the effective potential reads off as

VeffðxÞ ¼
AðxÞ
r2ðxÞ : ð7Þ

The geodesic equation (6) determines the fate of a given
light ray depending on its impact parameter. In particular,
when at some x ¼ x0 the impact parameter of a photon
fulfils the equation 1=b2 ¼ Veffðx0Þ, then the vanishing of
the right-hand side of (6) implies that the photon is
deflected at the minimum distance x0 from the compact
object. The smallest (critical) impact parameter for which
this may happen corresponds to the one for which Eq. (6)
vanishes at the maximum of the potential, i.e., (here
0≡ d=dx)

bc ¼ V−1=2ðxcÞ; V 0ðxcÞ ¼ 0; V 00ðxcÞ < 0; ð8Þ

where the corresponding radius xc is determined by the
solution of the equation ðr2Þ0=r2 ¼ A0=A. Geodesic trajec-
tories with the critical impact parameter defined in Eq. (8)
are known as critical curves or simply as photon spheres.
Any such a light ray will undergo an arbitrarily large
number of orbits around its critical curve until a small radial
perturbation will cause it to either run away free to
asymptotic infinity or to be dragged by the compact object
and eventually hit the event horizon (in the black hole
cases) or the throat (in the traversable wormhole case).
In Fig. 2, we depict the effective potential for several

relevant values of the parameter a=M. As it can be seen
there, any nonvanishing value of a=M induces strong
changes in the shape of the effective potential as compared
with the one of the Schwarzschild solution. Indeed, the
most salient feature of this family of solutions is that the
potential attains its absolute maximum value at x ¼ 0,
which effectively acts as a photon sphere at some (model-
dependent) impact parameter b1c. This photon sphere,

however, is hidden behind an event horizon if a
M < 4

ffiffi
3

p
9
,

preventing any light ray with origin below the event
horizon to reach an asymptotic observer. On the other
hand, a second impact parameter b2c is present as associated
to a (local) maximum in this potential provided that
a
M ≤ 2

ffiffi
5

p
5
, which is always accessible since the event horizon

(when present) lies below.
Therefore, this family describes the following configu-

rations relevant for the analysis of their optical appearances,
depending on the parameter a=M:

(i) a ¼ 0: Schwarzshild black hole, where the throat
closes since x2 → r2. A single photon sphere is

present located at xð2Þc ¼ 3M, reached by photons
with an impact parameter b2c ¼ 3

ffiffiffi
3

p
M.

(ii) 0 < a
M < 4

ffiffi
3

p
9
: a black hole with two horizons having

a single accessible photon sphere at some xð2Þc with
an impact parameter b2c.

(iii) a
M ¼ 4

ffiffi
3

p
9
: an extremal black hole, since the two

horizons from the previous case merge into a single
one. Nevertheless, just the outer photon sphere is
accessible.

(iv) 4
ffiffi
3

p
9

< a
M < 2

ffiffi
5

p
5
: a traversable wormhole having two

photon spheres reached by impact parameters b1c
and b2c respectively. In the intermediate region,
b1c < b < b2c, the minimum of the potential acts as
an antiphoton sphere (a stable bound orbit3).

FIG. 2. The effective potential VðxÞ (in units of M ¼ 1) for the

configurations with a ¼ 0 (dashed black), a ¼ 2=3 (orange), a ¼
4
ffiffi
3

p
9

(blue), a ¼ 6=7 (red), a ¼ 2
ffiffi
5

p
5

(green) and a ¼ 1 (purple).
For non-vanishing a the absolute maximum of the potential is

located at x ¼ 0, while for a ≤ 2
ffiffi
5

p
5

another (local) maximum is
also present [see the inset figure].

3It should be stressed that ultracompact objects having an
antiphoton sphere may allow for trapped long-lived modes,
therefore raising the issue of whether they can grow large enough
to destabilize the whole system [67], which requires an analysis
of the stability of any such objects on a case-by-case basis.
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(v) a
M ¼ 2

ffiffi
5

p
5
: a traversable wormhole with one photon

sphere corresponding to the maximum of the po-
tential at xc ¼ 0. The first derivative of the potential
vanishes also at another (outer) point, which corre-
sponds to an inflection point and consequently not to
a bounded orbit.

(vi) a
M > 2

ffiffi
5

p
5
: a traversable wormhole with a single

photon sphere at xc ¼ 0 with impact parameter b1c.
The impact parameter for the cases with an inner critical

curve is simply given by b1c ¼ a, while for the outer critical
curve the impact parameter, b2c, has quite a cumbersome
expression as a function of a=M, which is numerically
depicted in Fig. 3. For the sake of this work we shall take
several choices of parameters representing the different
configurations described above and summarized in Table I,
alongside the specific values of the associated impact
parameters and their locations in the x-coordinate. In the
sequel, we shall actually be interested in comparing a
sample of a two-horizons black hole and a wormhole
configuration in order to compare their respective shadows
and lights rings on equal footing.

III. RAY-TRACING

In order to determine the optical appearance of a
compact object one needs to integrate the geodesic equa-
tion (6), conveniently rewritten as the variation of the
azimuthal angle with respect to the radial coordinate x as

dϕ
dx

¼ ∓ b

r2ðxÞ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1 − b2AðxÞ

r2ðxÞ

q ; ð9Þ

where ∓ for ingoing(outgoing) geodesics. Since the image
on the observer’s screen is the gravitationally lensed
trajectories of light rays coming from different parts of
the sky, it is convenient to employ the ray-tracing method.
In this method, the trajectory of each light ray arriving to
the observer’s screen is backtracked using Eq. (9) to
determine the point of the sky where it was originated
from. Depending on the impact parameter of a particular
light ray, this might turn around the compact object a
certain number of times on its path for b > bc, allowing us
to divide the impact parameter region according to the
(normalized) number of (half-)orbits, n≡ ϕ

2π, which
accounts for the number of intersections with the equatorial
plane of a particular right ray, m ¼ ½2n�.
We conveniently orientate our setup in order to locate the

observer on the (far) right-hand side of the screen (corre-
sponding to the north pole). Therefore, in this language, a
photon not being deflected at all by the compact object
(traveling on a straight line from left to right on this plane)
has n ¼ 1=2. As we get close to the critical impact
parameter, b≳ bc, a light ray will increase its number of
orbits until formally going to infinity at the critical value.
Since in our subsequent analysis the accretion disk sur-
rounding the compact object will be assumed to be
optically thin, on each intersection with the equatorial
plane every light ray will pick up additional brightness in a
way that largely depends on the particular assumed
emission modeling of the disk (see Sec. IV). In the
geometrically thin disk setting, this produces a infinite
sequence of concentric rings from photons that have

FIG. 3. The critical impact parameter bc=M as a function of
a=M for the outer curve (b2c, solid blue) and the inner one (b1c,
dashed) within the range a=M ∈ ½0; 1�. In the latter we have
depicted in red the case in which both critical curves exist for the
same configuration, and in green when only b1c is present.

TABLE I. The features of several chosen configurations depending on the parameter a=M ∈ ½0; 1�. In this table we depict the type of
configuration (Schwarzschild, 2-horizons black hole, extreme black hole, and traversable wormhole), the critical parameter (in units of
M ¼ 1) for the inner, b1c, and outer, b2c, photon spheres (when they exist) and their associated location in the coordinate x. Furthermore,
bis denotes the impact parameter for the inner shadow, below which no intersections with the equatorial plane are made (see Sec. III for
details).

a=M 0 2=3 4
ffiffiffi
3

p
=9 6=7 2

ffiffiffi
5

p
=5 1

Type Sch 2hBH EBH TWH TWH TWH
b1c=M X X X 6=7 2

ffiffiffi
5

p
=5 1

b2c=M 5.1961 4.8936 4.7585 4.5888 4.4721 X

xð2Þjð1Þm
3 2.6099 2.4218 2.1493j0 1.7888j0 0

bis 2.8519 2.3922 1.88187 0.7201 0.7497 0.8336
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completed n half-orbits in their approach to the critical
curve. However, since the impact parameter window
allowing a certain number of half-orbits is quickly dimin-
ished, the contribution of successive orbits to the total
luminosity is generically expected to be strongly sup-
pressed (see [68] for a general discussion). From a practical
point of view, therefore, the relevant contributions to the
total luminosity on the observer’s screen will be provided
by three types of trajectories:

(i) Direct emission: corresponding to light rays inter-
secting the equatorial plane (on its front) just once,
and defined by 1=2 < n ≤ 3=4 (m ¼ 1). This is the
dominant contribution to the optical appearance of
the object, both in terms of luminosity and width of
the associated ring of radiation.

(ii) Lensed emission: corresponding to light rays inter-
secting the equatorial plane twice (on its front and its
back, respectively), and defined by 3=4 < n ≤ 5=4
(m ¼ 2), being the subdominant contribution to the
luminosity.

(iii) Photon ring emission: corresponding to light rays
intersecting the equatorial plane at least thrice, and
defined by n > 5=4 (m ¼ 3).

After three intersections with the equatorial plane, m > 3,
the corresponding light rings are expected to be so
demagnified [69] that their contribution to the total lumi-
nosity can be dismissed.4 Therefore, we shall reserve the
word photon ring for the closer ring to the critical curve.
On the other hand, for impact parameters b < bc the

light ray will also perform a number of half-orbits on its trip
down to intersect the event horizon (in the black hole cases)
or the throat (in the wormhole cases). As we shall see in
Sec. IV, in accretion disk models where the inner edge of
the disk is allowed to extend inside the outer photon sphere,
part of that emission will be able to leak off until reaching
the observer’s screen. Thus, one can also establish a similar
classification of the different trajectories in terms of direct/
lensed/photon ring ones according to the number of half-
orbits (i.e., intersections with the equatorial plane).
However, in this case the range of the direct trajectories
is extended to 1=4 ≤ n ≤ 3=4, where the lower limit is
defined by the requirement that there is at least one
intersection with the equatorial plane (note that in this
b < bc region, straight motion corresponds to n ¼ 0). The
region below of this lower limit defines the inner shadow
[26] which, being a feature depending only on the back-
ground geometry, is the absolute blackness region (in the
black hole case) no matter the details of the accretion disk.

In Fig. 4 we depict the number of half-orbits for the two
chosen samples of two-horizons black hole, a ¼ 2=3, and
traversable wormhole having two photon spheres, a ¼ 6=7,
as compared to the Schwarzschild black hole of GR, a ¼ 0.
The location of the critical curve on each case is marked by
the divergence in the number of half-orbits. In the black
hole cases, the single critical curve takes the form of a
spike, while in the traversable wormhole case one observes
the two divergences corresponding to the two photon
spheres, but while the inner one looks like a very sharp
spike the outer one is much more wider. Note that in the
intermediate region between such two critical curves the
number of half-orbits remains mostly in the lensed/photon
ring regions. This plot hints at the features one can expect
from the ray-tracing of a bunch of geodesics in both the
black hole and the wormhole cases, which we study
separately.

A. Black hole with two horizons

Let us consider first the two-horizons black hole
solution with a ¼ 2=3, whose properties are characterized
in Table I. The ray-tracing of this solution is depicted
in Fig. 5 (right) as compared to the behavior of the
Schwarzschild solution of GR (left). While the correspond-
ing plots for these two solutions are qualitatively similar,
there are some differences in the widths of their impact
parameter regions:

(i) Direct: b=M > 6.02 and b=M ∈ ð2.39; 4.59Þ.
[Schwarzschild: b=M > 6.15 and b=M ∈

ð2.85; 5.02Þ].
(ii) Lensed: b=M∈ð4.59;4.87Þ and b=M∈ð4.95;6.02Þ.

[Schwarzschild: ∈ð5.02;5.19Þ and b=M ∈
ð5.23; 6.15Þ�.

FIG. 4. The number of half-orbitsn≡ ϕ=2π as a function ofb (in
units of M ¼ 1) for the Schwarzschild black hole (a ¼ 0, dashed
black), two-horizons black hole (a ¼ 2=3, red) and traversable
wormhole case having two photon spheres (a ¼ 6=7, blue). The
direct, lensed, and photon ring emission regions are enclosed by
horizontal dotted lines, and we also depict the inner shadow limit.
In this plot bSc , bBc and bWc (two) are the critical impact parameters
for these three configurations respectively.

4In Ref. [70] the authors use the alternative notion of
secondary rings as those trajectories approaching the critical
curve and that visit those regions of the accretion disk emitting
most of the radiation, so as to be non-negligible from the point
of view of the luminosity on the observer’s screen. For the sake of
this paper, this notion is fully equivalent to the two types of
trajectories beyond the direct one.
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(iii) Photon Ring: b=M ∈ ð4.87; 4.95Þ.
[Schwarzschild: b=M ∈ ð5.19; 5.23Þ].

(iv) Inner Shadow: b=M < 2.39.
[Schwarzschild: b=M < 2.85].

Therefore, one can see a moderate decrease in the con-
tribution of the direct emission to the impact parameter
region as compared to the lensed/photon ring ones, and a
shrinking in the maximum value of the impact parameter
defining the beginning/ending of a given type of emission,
which is consistent with the analysis of the number of half-
orbits depicted in Fig. 4. This effect is naturally induced by
the diminished photon sphere radius and black hole horizon
as compared to the Schwarzschild black hole of GR.

B. Traversable wormhole having two photon spheres

Things get far more interesting in the traversable worm-
hole solutions having two photon spheres, whose ray-
tracing for the model parameter a=M ¼ 6=7 is depicted in
Fig. 6 for trajectories above the outer critical impact
parameter (left panel) and below of it (right panel).
While those light rays with b > b2c follow a similar pattern
as those of the black hole case discussed above, having
direct (b=M > 5.93), lensed (b=M ∈ ð4.70; 5.93Þ) and
photon ring [b=M ∈ ð4.59; 4.70Þ] contributions, those in
the region between the two photon spheres, 0.85714M ≈
b1c < b < b2c ≈ 4.5888M, have a frenzied behavior. This is
particularly true for those light rays which hover just
slightly below the critical impact parameter b ≲ b2c, having

quite a chaotic pattern of trajectories between the two
photon spheres before being finally able to exit the outer
one. Decreasing further the impact parameter the trajecto-
ries have a more stable pattern and one finds the following
trajectories driven by the combined influence of the outer
and inner critical curves:

(i) Inner-outer photon ring: b=M ∈ ð3.10; 4.59Þ.
(ii) Inner-outer lensed: b=M ∈ ð1.59; 3.10Þ.
(iii) Inner-outer direct: b=M ∈ ð0.8796; 1.59Þ.
(iv) Inner-outer lensed: b=M ∈ ð0.8572; 0.8796Þ.
(v) Inner photon ring: b=M ∈ ð0.857143; 0.85720Þ.
(vi) Inner lensed: b=M ∈ ð0.857139; 0.857143Þ.
(vii) Inner direct: b=M ∈ ð0.7201; 0.857139Þ.
(viii) Inner (blank) shadow: b=M < 0.7201.
where we are characterizing the direct/lensed/photon ring
trajectory on each case depending onwhether they originated
in the valley between the inner and outer critical curves, or at
the inner curve itself. In particular, the trajectories at the
bottom of the valley show a nonmonotonic behavior in the
sense that the correspondingbunch of light rays intersect each
other near their respective boundaries, due to the minimum
attained in the number of half-orbits in the transition from the
outer to the inner critical curve (recall Fig. 4).
As it can be seen from this discussion and its associated

plot, the range for the outer lensed/photon ring emissions is
largely enhanced as compared to the black hole case due to
the complex interplay between the two photon spheres.
Nonetheless, and as it was expected, the impact parameter
region for the lensing/photon ring emissions driven by the

FIG. 5. Ray-tracing of the black hole configurations (in units ofM ¼ 1) with a ¼ 0 (Schwarzschild, left) and a ¼ 2=3 (two-horizons
black hole, right) for a range of relevant values of the impact factor, making use of the radial function r. The observer’s screen is located
in the far right side of this plot and the type of emission is defined with respect to the number of intersections with the equatorial plane
(vertical line): for b > bc we have direct (green), lensed (orange) and photon ring (red) emissions reaching to a minimum distance from
the photon sphere (dashed yellow circumference) before running away, while for b < bc we also have direct (cyan), lensed (purple) and
photon ring (blue) emissions. The latter three trajectories intersect the black hole horizon (black central circle) after crossing the photon
sphere. The bunch of black curves do not intersect the equatorial plane and therefore no emission can come out on them no matter the
accretion disk model, therefore corresponding to the inner shadow of the solutions.
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inner critical curve is extremely narrow: due to this fact, for
the sake of the emission from accretion disks of Sec. IV we
shall extend the inner region to the photon ring trajectories
above to include the full region bis < b < b1c. The inner
shadow is named here as blank since light rays coming from
the other side might flow through the wormhole throat and
reach eventually the observer, coloring the central darkness
region of the black hole case (and also reaching significantly
smaller impact factor values), though the detailed analysis of
such a scenario goes beyond the scope of this work.

IV. SHADOWS FROM GEOMETRICALLY
THIN ACCRETION DISKS

Though in the previous section we have modeled the
shadow of the black hole/wormhole as the central depres-
sion of the image as seen by a far-away observer, and the
shapes of the light rings in terms of the number of half-
orbits, these are highly idealized observables, while real-
istic astrophysical images are mainly fuelled by the physics
of the accretion disk around the compact object. Though a
precise modeling of this problem requires the use of general
relativistic magneto-hydrodynamic (GRMHD) simulations,
significant progress can also be made on the theoretical
front by using analytical models of static accretion disks
with a localized emission on a given geodesic starting from
a finite-size region of the disk.
In order to model the emission from a finite-size disk one

starts (neglecting scattering) from the radiative transfer
(Boltzmann) equation, which is written as [71]

d
dλ

�
dIν
dν3

�
¼

�
jν
ν2

�
− ðνανÞ

�
Iν
ν3

�
; ð10Þ

where Iν is the intensity for a given frequency ν, jν is the
emissivity, αν the absorptivity, and quantities inside paren-
thesis are frame-independent. The resolution of the above
equation requires feeding it with precise knowledge of the
plasma fluid (e.g., number density, angular momentum,
emissivity and absorptivity) making up the disk, to be
implemented in GRMHD simulations. Nonetheless, the
results of such simulations [72] hint that analytical models
can be implemented by first neglecting absorption effects,
αν ¼ 0, and next by assuming a source which emits
monochromatically, jν ∼ ν2. Moreover, for a geometrically
(infinitesimally) thin accretion disk (located in the vertical
line of the ray-tracing plots), Eq. (10) implies that Iν=ν3 is
conserved along a photon’s trajectory. Furthermore, we
shall assume an isotropic emission, i.e., Iemν ¼ IðxÞ. For the
purpose of simulating different stages in the temporal
evolution of such an accretion disk we shall employ three
canonical toy models whose inner edge (assumed to
represent the effective source of emission of the disk)
extends up to some relevant surface, while smoothly falling
off asymptotically with different tails. Specifically, such
models are defined as follows:

(i) Model I: It starts its emission at the innermost
stable circular orbit for timelike observers (ISCO),
modeled as

FIG. 6. Ray-tracing of the traversable wormhole configurations having two photon spheres with (in units of M ¼ 1) a ¼ 6=7, for
impact parameters above (left plot) and below (right plot) the outer critical one b2c (dashed yellow circumference). On the left plot,
b > b2c, direct (green), lensed (orange) and photon ring (red) trajectories follow the same logic as in the black hole case of Fig. 5. On the
right plot, we find for b1c < b < b2c the outer photon ring (red), lensed (orange), and direct (blue) trajectories, as well as the inner direct
(green), lensed (purple) and photon ring (cyan) trajectories. Below b < b1c we also find the inner (blank rather than black) shadow, which
is only potentially accessible to those light rays traveling from the other side of the wormhole.
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IemI ðxÞ ¼ 1

ðx − ðxisco − 1Þ2 ð11Þ

if x > xisco and zero otherwise.
(ii) Model II: It starts its emission at the outer critical

curve, modeled as

IemII ðxÞ ¼
1

ðx − ðxps − 1ÞÞ3 ð12Þ

if x > xps and zero otherwise.
(iii) Model III: Its emission goes all the way down to the

horizon (in the black hole case5) or to the throat (in
the wormhole case), modeled as

IemIIIðxÞ ¼
π=2 − arctan½x − 5�
π=2 − arctan½x̃ − 5� ð13Þ

(where x̃ ¼ xh in the black hole case and x̃¼xth¼0
in the wormhole case) and zero otherwise.

The intensity received on the observer’s screen will be
the emitted one corrected by two factors: first, it will be
gravitationally redshifted in their winding off the compact
object and, secondly, the additional intersections of the
lensed and photon ring trajectories with the accretion disk
will contribute to pick up additional luminosities according
to the emission profile of the disk. To take into account the
first effect, one notes that if the frequency of the photon in
the rest frame of the gas in the disk is given by νe with
associated intensity Iνe, then, by Liouville’s theorem, the
photon frequency measured by the distant observer will
be νo with intensity Iobν0 ¼ ðνe=ν0Þ3Iemνe . In the spherically
symmetric geometry considered in this work this implies
that Iobν0 ¼ A3=2ðxÞIνe . Integrating over the full spectra of

frequencies, Iob ¼ R
dνeIobνe , one finds the result Iob ¼

A2ðxÞIðxÞ [27]. In order to include the second effect, we
just need to compute

Iob ¼
X
m

A2ðxÞIðxÞ
���
x¼xmðbÞ

; ð14Þ

where the so-called transfer function xmðbÞ encodes the
location of the mth intersection of the light ray with impact
parameter b with the disk. For the purpose of this work,
m ¼ 1, 2, 3 denotes the direct, lensed and photon ring
emission, neglecting additional intersections with the disk
since they will presumably contribute much less to the total
luminosity. Indeed, one can verify it via the slope of the
transfer function, dx=db, since it is a measure of the degree
of demagnification of the image [27]. As it can be seen in
Fig. 7, where we depict the transfer functions for the two
samples of two-horizon black hole (a ¼ 2=3) and travers-
able wormhole having two photon spheres (a ¼ 6=7)
solutions (as compared to the Schwarzschild solution of
GR) such a slope is steeper in the photon ring emission than
in the lensed one, and in both of them much more than in
the direct one. This means that in the black hole cases the
direct emission will be the largest contribution to the total
luminosity by far, with the lensed and photon ring ones
being highly demagnified. However, in the traversable
wormhole case the presence of the second (inner) photon
sphere not only largely enhances the window of impact
parameters for the lensed and photon ring emissions, but
also significantly reduces the slope of both curves in the
intermediate region between the two critical curves, as
shown in Fig. 7. This will supposedly have a larger impact
in the total share of the observed luminosity budget of these
contributions as compared to the direct one, as we shall see
at once. Let us again analyze the black hole and wormhole
cases separately.

FIG. 7. The first three transfer functions for the direct (blue), lensed (orange) and photon ring (green) emissions for the Schwarzschild
solution (left), black hole with a=M ¼ 2=3 (middle), and traversable wormhole with a=M ¼ 6=7 (right). bc denotes the location of the
corresponding photon sphere(s), with the black hole cases having the standard single one, while in the traversable wormhole case a
second one is present. The slope of each curve is interpreted as the demagnification factor of the corresponding emission.

5From the point of view of the GRMHD simulations relevant
for the EHT observations this is the most suitable scenario [72].
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A. The two-horizons black hole

To heat up, let us consider first the two-horizons black
hole case, where only the outer photon sphere is accessible
above the event horizon.
We first consider Model I, and depict in Fig. 8 the

emitted (left) and observed (middle) intensity profiles as
well as the optical appearances (right) for the two-horizons
black hole configurations with a ¼ 2=3 (bottom) as com-
pared to the one of the Schwarzschild solution (top). In this
Model I, the fact that the emission starts at the innermost
stable circular orbit for timelike observers allows the
(gravitationally redshifted) observed luminosity to clearly
isolate the impact parameter regions associated to the
direct, lensed and photon ring emissions. This is translated
into a clean view of the three kinds of light rings in the
optical appearances image, with the direct emission largely
dominating the total luminosity under a bright extended
lump of radiation enclosing a thinner and dimmer ring (the
lensed emission) and ending in an even thinner photon ring
which is barely visible at naked eye. The modifications
introduced by the two-horizons black hole as compared to
the Schwarzschild solution moderately increase the width
and luminosity of the lensed and photon ring emissions,
thanks to the enhanced impact parameter region discussed
in Sec. III.

In Model II, which is depicted in Fig. 9, the fact that the
inner edge of the accretion disk extends down to the
location of the critical curve itself, enables the direct
emission via the gravitational redshift correction to pierce
well inside the critical impact factor region and become
the dominant contribution there, while for larger impact
parameter values the combined lensed and photon ring
emissions occurring roughly at the same location produce a
large spike in the observed emission, superimposed with
the direct emission there. The net result in the optical
appearance of this object within this Model II is a wide
region of luminosity enclosing a thinner bright ring which
is visible at the external part of it, an effect which is
significantly enlarged in the two-horizons black hole case
as compared to the Schwarzschild one.
Finally, in Model III, depicted in Fig. 10, since the inner

edge of the disk extends all the way down to the event
horizon this translates into a much wider region of
luminosity in the observed emission, thanks to the stretch-
ing of the direct emission to a larger distance. The photon
ring and lensed emissions appear now as two separated but
superimposed spikes with the direct emission. As a
consequence of these features, the optical appearance
shows a much wider region of luminosity fuelled by the
direct emission, enclosing a wide ring right on the middle
of it, and another (dimmer) one right on the inner boundary

FIG. 8. The emitted luminosity (left), the observed one (middle) and the optical appearance (right) for the Schwarzschild black hole
(top figures) and the two-horizons black hole with a ¼ 2=3 (bottom figures) for Model I. In this model xisco denotes the innermost stable
circular orbit for timelike observers, which is located (in units ofM ¼ 1) at xisco ¼ 6 for the Schwarzschild black hole and at xisco ≈ 5.6
for the two-horizons black hole.
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FIG. 9. The emitted luminosity (left), the observed one (middle) and the optical appearance (right) for the Schwarzschild black hole
(top figures) and the two-horizons black hole with a ¼ 2=3 (bottom figures) for Model II. In this model xps denotes the location of the
photon sphere, which is located (in units of M ¼ 1) at xps ¼ 3 for the Schwarzschild black hole and at xps ≈ 2.4 for the two-horizons
black hole.

FIG. 10. The emitted luminosity (left), the observed one (middle) and the optical appearance (right) for the Schwarzschild black hole
(top figures) and the two-horizons black hole with a ¼ 2=3 (bottom figures) for Model III. In this model xh denotes the location of the
horizon, which is located (in units ofM ¼ 1) at xh ¼ 2 for the Schwarzschild solution and at xh ≈ 1.55 for the two-horizons black hole.
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of the latter. We point out that this effect of the super-
imposed rings is much brighter and noticeable in the
two-horizons black hole case than in the Schwarzschild
solution.

B. The traversable wormhole having
two photon spheres

Let us consider now the case of traversable wormholes
having two photon spheres, illustrated here by the choice
a ¼ 6=7. In Fig. 11 we depict the emitted profile (left
panels), the observed one (middle), and the optical appear-
ances (right) for this case with the three models introduced

above (top, middle, and bottom, respectively). The most
salient features of all these plots are driven by the fact that
the presence of the second photon sphere at b1c induces
three new sources of (observed) emission in the region
b1c ≲ b < b2c, which yields much clearer and succulent
optical appearances.
These new features are clearly seen in Model I (top

figures), where again the fact that the inner edge of the disk
in the emitted luminosity only extends up to the innermost
stable circular orbit for timelike observers allows one to see
the isolated presence of three additional spikes in the inner
part of the observed luminosity. These are associated to the
(starting from the innermost one) photon ring and lensing

FIG. 11. The emitted luminosity (left), the observed one (middle) and the optical appearance (right) for the traversable wormhole (in
units of M ¼ 1) having two photon spheres, a ¼ 6=7, for the Model I (top figures), Model II (middle figures) and Model III (bottom
figures).
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emission of the inner photon sphere, and to the photon ring
emission of the inner part of the outer photon sphere. These
three new spikes produce the presence of three additional
(concentric) light rings in the inner region of the associated
optical appearance of the object (besides the usual three
already found for the Model I when considering the two-
horizons configurations previously described). This fact is
in agreement with what we expected from the ray-tracing
analysis performed in Sec. III. Moreover, as already
pointed out by the almost vertical slope of the correspond-
ing transfer function in the right panel of Fig. 7, the
luminosity of the innermost additional light ring is so
dimmed (roughly one part in 106), which is far beyond
what can be seen at naked eye. However, the other two
additional light rings are clearly visible, storing ∼2.5% and
∼2.8% of the total luminosity budget. Indeed, these two
contributions are larger than the one associated to the
standard photon ring of the outer critical curve, which
amounts to ∼0.5%. The presence of these additional light
rings and their associated luminosities are trademarks of
this kind of compact object having two critical curves, and
could potentially be able to act as smoking guns of the
existence of any of such objects in the cosmic zoo.
In Model II (middle figures), we again have six peaks of

observed intensity, including two additional photon ring
emissions and a lensing one driven by the presence of the
inner critical curve, though now we have some overlapping
of different emissions. From the innermost to the outermost
the spike of the first of the new photon ring emissions and the
new lensing contribution are clearly seen isolated, followed
by the dominance and smooth fall off of the direct emission.
Next another spike by the new photon ring emissions is
superimposed with the direct one before quickly going off,
and finally the lensed andphoton ring emissions associated to
the outer critical curve appear superimposed (at almost the
same impact parameter) with the direct emission. In the
corresponding optical appearance plot, the innermost photon
ring is again suppressed by a factor ∼10−6 and therefore not
visible, while next to it a lensing ring accounting for a∼9.2%
share of the total luminosity is apparent. Going to larger
impact parameters, the direct emission (plus the additional
photon ring contribution) yield a wide ring of radiation, and
in the outermost part another thin ringmade up of the lensing
and photon ring emissions of the outer critical curve appears,
accounting for a∼13.6% of the total luminosity budget. Note
that in thisModel II the contribution of the direct emission to
the total luminosity is significantly decreased up to a fraction
of roughly 2=3 of the total luminosity (compare this with the
∼90% in the Schwarzschild case).
In Model III (bottom figures) things get very messy

given the fact that the combination of direct, lensed, and
photon ring emissions driven by the two critical curves has
a complicated pattern of peaks and intermediate valleys in
the observed intensity, which never goes completely to
zero. Despite this, one can still identify six different peaks

associated to the six contributions. The two innermost
peaks are a combination of the direct/lensed/photon ring
emissions attaining the maximum of the luminosity, which
revels itself in the optical appearance plot as a bright ring of
radiation extending all the way down to the inner blank
shadow of the wormhole, bis. As we move away to larger
impact factors, the chain of peaks manifests as additional
blurred rings in the optical appearance, with intermediate
dark-brown regions rather than totally black associated to
the non-vanishing valleys of observed intensity. Moreover,
since the peaks have a relatively low height except at the
innermost region, this manifests as a large contrast between
this region (containing up to a ∼85% of the total lumi-
nosity) and the rest of the optical appearance of the object.
The bottom line of the discussion above is that the

presence of a second (accessible) critical curve in the
geometrical background of the traversable wormholes
generically yields three additional contributions (as long
as we consider direct/lensed/photon ring trajectories) to the
observed intensity, whose role in the distribution of the total
luminosity is heavily influenced by the emission features of
the accretion disk model chosen. Indeed, the corresponding
optical appearance is terribly different depending on such a
model, since the overlapping between the different contri-
butions to the total luminosity may completely change
the distribution and width of the light rings associated to
the different trajectories. In any case, for all three models the
optical appearance bears little resemblance to the black hole
ones studied in the previous section, therefore supporting the
conclusion on the feasibility of these two critical curves to act
as clear observational discriminators between this type of
traversable wormholes and standard black hole solutions.

V. CONCLUSION

Testing the Kerr hypothesis against its many competitors
has been a relevant trend in the last few years, particularly
after the beginning of multimessenger astronomy. In this
sense, the year 2019 brought to our weaponry the analysis
of black hole shadows, namely, the central depression to a
bright ring of radiation bounded by a critical curve (an
unstable photon sphere), a naive picture that must be
significantly upgraded when the features of the main source
of illumination is provided by the accretion disk surround-
ing the black hole (or its mimicker).
In this work we have studied the shadows, light rings,

and optical appearances of a family of spherically sym-
metric solutions that asymptotes to the Schwarzschild
space-time, when surrounded by an optically thin (i.e.,
transparent to its own radiation) accretion disk. Such a
family interpolates between the Schwarzschild solution, a
family of two-horizons black holes, an extreme black hole,
and a family of traversable wormhole solutions depending
on a single parameter. The corresponding solutions have a
number of interesting properties, including a subfamily of
the traversable wormhole configurations having two critical
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curves. We constructed the ray-tracing for the two-horizons
black holes and the latter configurations, which corre-
sponds to the backtrack of the geodesic equation from the
observer’s screen to the point of the sky (or to the inner
region of the object) a given light ray came from. This
allowed us to identify the range of impact parameters
contributing to the direct (light rays deflected less than
90 degrees), lensed (two intersections with the equatorial
plane) and photon ring (three intersections) emissions,
assuming as negligible other emissions intersecting the
equatorial plane more times.
Once the impact parameter region was neatly identified,

we considered a geometrically thin accretion disk as the
main source of illumination, and used three analytical
canonical toy models of the disk whose inner edge (and
effective source of emission) extends up to three relevant
surfaces: the innermost stable circular orbit for timelike
observers, the (outer, if more than one) critical curve itself,
and the event horizon (in the black hole case) or the
wormhole throat (in the wormhole case). The observed
emission corresponds to a gravitational redshift of the
emitted one, bearing in mind the different intersections with
the disk in the direct/lensed/photon ring trajectories and the
additional intensities they pick up depending on the
emission profile of the disk. We thus found the correspond-
ing optical appearances, which show significant differences
depending on such an emission profile. In the two-horizons
black hole case the main difference as compared with
the Schwarzschild solution is a moderate enhancement of
the width and luminosity of the light rings. However, for the
traversable wormhole with the presence of two photon
spheres, the existence of new lensed/photon ring contribu-
tions associated to the inner critical curve yields three
additional peaks in the observed luminosity in such a way
that the modeling of the disk has a much more dramatic
impact on the corresponding optical appearances. Indeed,
the three images of Fig. 11 barely resemble each other. This
fact further supports how strongly does the optical appear-
ance of these objects depend on the details of the accretion
disk, and how once an accretion model is chosen, the
corresponding images deviate dramatically from the black
hole (Schwarzschild) counterparts.
In view of the changes in the sizes and locations as well as

on the contributions to the total luminosity of the different
light rings induced by the traversable wormhole configura-
tions, they are hardly a viable candidate to represent the
supermassive object found at the center of the M87 galaxy
by the EHT Collaboration, despite the low-resolution of the
images available so far. The two-horizon black holes, on the
contrary, yield mild modifications to the Schwarzschild
predictions, which however would difficult their detectabil-
ity. In any case, the simple model presented here illustrates
the existence of qualitatively new features in some black
hole mimickers having two critical curves, which can be
used either as smoking guns of the existence of new physics,

or to rule themout as viable alternatives to the Schwarzschild
(Kerr) solution. Investigating this kind of observational
discriminators among compact objects that asymptote to
the same space-time is of timely interest, should the Kerr
solution happen not to describe every single (ultra)-compact
object in the universe. In particular, very long baseline
interferometry could be able to search for the existence of
additional light rings by resolving out diffuse but sharp
fluxes in an image [73,74], and therefore the detection of
such features—should they be present—could be within
reach of the next generation of interferometers.
The results found in this paper point at the need to carry on

with the search for clear and clean observational discrimi-
nators for the existence of non-GR black holes or black hole
mimickers, such as the double critical curves investigated
here. This can be done either on a case-by-case basis by
finding new such compact objects from awell defined theory
of gravity (i.e., either within GR or beyond of it) and matter
action, or via parametric deviations of the Kerr black hole
shadow in a theory-agnostic way, see e.g., [75–77]. A
systematic implementation of this issue would require us
to investigate every consistent and well-defined shape of a
spherically symmetric metric, incorporate rotation, consider
moderate inclinations of the disk with respect to the
observer’s screen, and refine our modeling of the accretion’s
disk optical and geometrical properties as well as their
dynamical behavior. Therefore, the challenge to confirm
further or to refute theKerr hypothesis ismore alive than ever
and we hope to further report our progress on this issue soon.
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